
Mental Factors



Decision Making  

 Decision-making is an action or process of choosing a 

preferred option or course of action from a set of 

alternatives.  It forms the basis of all deliberate and 

voluntary behaviour.



Anxiety

 An unpleasant state of inner turmoil, often accompanied 

by nervous behaviour, restlessness, fatigue, concentration 

problems and muscular tension.  All affect performance in 

a negative manner, and need to be managed or controlled 

to aid effective performance. Anxiety, takes many 

different forms but within sport you may feel as though 

you are choking, you want to run away, cannot move your 

body in ways that you want. In short, you freeze when the 

moment matters.



Level of Arousal

 The level of mental arousal is the level of excitement, 

anticipation, stress, aggression, apprehension and 

nervousness. It refers to the state of mental preparedness 

for participation in an activity.



Concentration

 Concentration is the ability to stay on task. It is the ability 

to completely focus your attention on something for a 

period of time. When athletes concentrate well they can 

take in all the information they need to make good 

decisions like responding to their opponent or adapting to 

their environment. It is the ability to pay particular 

attention to the task in hand. 



Motivation

 Motivation is the combination of the drive within us to 
achieve our aims and the outside factors which affect it. 
With this in mind, motivation has the following two forms, 
intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation.

 Extrinsic motivation is ‘external’: money, prizes, acclaim, 
status, praise. 

 Intrinsic motivation comes from within i.e. an athlete 
driven by a need to succeed because they want to be the 
best and are not overly concerned by financial or ego 
boosts. 



Mental Toughness

 Mental Toughness is the ability to consistently perform at 

the top of your skill level and talent regardless of the 

competitive circumstances.



How do we gather 

information on the 

mental factor?



Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT)

 Anxiety and arousal can have a big influence on 

performance levels. If anxiety and arousal are well 

balanced performance can be at its peak. If too anxious, 

bored or uninterested performance can suffer. On the 

other hand if you are over excited your performance can 

also suffer. We will look at examples of this in class. For 

now we will look to assess your anxiety levels using this 

questionnaire.



# Statement Rarely Sometimes Often

1 Competing against other People/Teams is socially enjoyable

2 Before I compete - I feel uneasy

3 Before I compete - I worry about not performing well

4 I am a good sportsman when I compete

5 When I compete - I worry about making mistakes

6 Before I compete - I am calm

7 Setting a goal is important when competing

8 Before I compete - I get a queasy feeling in my stomach

9 Just before competing - I notice my heart beats faster than usual

10 I like to compete in games that demands a lot of physical energy

11 Before I compete - I feel relaxed

12 Before I compete - I am nervous

13 Team sports are more exciting than individual sports

14 I get nervous wanting to start the game

15 Before I compete - I usually get uptight

Read each statement below, decide if you "Rarely", "Sometimes" or 
"Often" feel this way when competing in your sport, tick the appropriate 
box to indicate your response.



Question Rarely Sometimes Often Athletes score

1 0 0 0 0

2 1 2 3

3 1 2 3

4 0 0 0 0

5 1 2 3

6 3 2 1

7 0 0 0 0

8 1 2 3

9 1 2 3

10 0 0 0 0

11 3 2 1

12 1 2 3

13 0 0 0 0

14 1 2 3

15 1 2 3

TOTAL

Analysis
The score for the response to each question is detailed below. Enter the score for each question in the 
“Athlete’s Score” column and then total the column up to provide a SCAT score.
Note that questions 1,4,7,10 and 13 score zero regardless of the response.
SCAT Score analysis:
•Less than 17 You have a low level of anxiety
•17 to 24 You have an average level of anxiety
•More than 24 You have a high level of anxiety



Mental Toughness Questionnaire

 Just how mentally tough are you? Take a few moments to 

fill out this questionnaire that covers several component 

skills of mental toughness. When you're finished, check 

your answers in the evaluation section that follows to 

determine your mental strengths and weaknesses: 

 Answer T for True and F for False for each statement 



TRUE FALSE

1) I frequently worry about mistakes. 

2) I get really down on myself during performance when I mess up. 

3) It's easy for me to let go of my mistakes. 

4) If I start out badly, it's hard for me to turn my performance around. 

5) I get distracted by what the coach thinks whenever I screw up. 

6) I bounce back quickly from setbacks, bad breaks and mistakes. 

7) I do my best when there's more pressure on me. 

8) I get too nervous to really perform to my potential. 

9) I do better in practice than I do when it really counts the most. 

10) I tend to get easily psyched out or intimidated. 

11) I can keep myself calm and composed under pressure. 

12) I don't want the ball/dread competing at "crunch time." (big game/race). 

13) The coach's yelling knocks me off my game. 

14) I tend to get easily distracted. 

15) Certain opponents can get into my head and throw me off my game. 

16) Lousy playing conditions (weather, field conditions, temperature, etc.) negatively affect me. 

17) I have no trouble focusing on what's important and blocking everything else out. 

18) I think too much about what could go wrong right before and during performance, (the "what if's").

19) One or two failures do not shake my confidence.

20) I tend to compare myself too much with teammates and opponents.

21) I'd rather compete against a better opponent and lose than go up against a weaker opponent and win.

22) I am a confident and self-assured athlete.

23) I tend to be too negative.

24) I have trouble dealing with negative self-talk (thoughts).

25) I get more motivated after failures and setbacks. 

26) It's easy for me to consistently train at a high level of intensity.

27) I think about how today's practice will help me get to my goals. 

28) I find myself just going through the motions a lot in practice. 

29) I have clear goals that are important for me to achieve. 

30) I am a highly motivated athlete.



Motivation Questionnaire

 As well as assessing a player’s ability, gaining an insight 

into their needs and motivations can also be valuable as it 

helps the coach to design sessions that meets those needs. 

It also provides the coach with an understanding of 

behaviours that the players may exhibit whilst competing 

or training.



Player needs/motivations

Name: Age

:

Standard (please circle)

Beginner Intermediate Advanced

Why I participate in this activity? Not important Very important

 →

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Enjoyment

Mastering new skills

Keeping fit

Rising to a challenge

Feeling good about yourself

Competition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pleasing parents

Pleasing coaches

Winning something

Achieving a dream

Making new friends

Being with existing friends

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Add any others



Approaches to Develop 

Mental Factors



Visualisation

 Visualisation involves the athlete imagining themselves in an 
environment performing a specific activity using all of their 
senses (sight, hear, feel and smell). The images should have the 
athlete performing successfully and feeling satisfied with their 
performance.  

 Visualisation is proving to be an understandably popular 
mechanism with elite athletes eager for marginal gains. The use 
of imagery primes their muscles to perform correct technique 
and to execute appropriate actions in competition, but it also 
conditions their mind to think clearly about how they will react 
to certain pressures, situations and problems. Consider it a 
‘mental warm-up.’ 



Positive Self-Talk

 Positive self-talk involves the athlete endorsing their own 

ability or progress by literally talking to him or 

herself. This involves the athlete being able to take into 

account where they are up to with their ability, and being 

able to progress by talking to themselves to help figure 

out where to go next. Speaking aloud will commit you (the 

athlete) to the task and is effective in raising confidence. 

Athletes will often use words and phrases such as “come 

on you can do this”, “you know you can beat them” and 

“all you need to do is…”.



Trigger Words

 Trigger words are used to re-focus the athlete on the task 

at hand. Athletes choose a key word that means 

something to them and will say this to themselves 

whenever they feel they are getting angry or losing their 

focus. These are often also used as a visual aid where 

athletes will write something down on their arm or hand. 



Deep Breathing

 Deep breathing is when an athlete takes some time to 

him/her-self to focus on their breathing. They will 

breathe in and count to three, and then breathe out and 

count to three. This allows the athlete to refocus and 

calm down and think about what they should be doing 

next.


